9am-1015am Pre Novice Kids!
Time to ramp things up for our pre novice dogs. Longer sequences in addition to focus on
start line routines and focus/training to trial plans
Dates: 3/15, 3/22, 4/5, 4/12

1030am-1145 Masters Level Coursework
Focus will be on running master level courses. Run it clean, run it confident!
Dates: 3/15, 3/22, 4/5, 4/12

1245-2 Drive your lines!
Do you feel like you have to run to every obstacle? Do you want your dog to drive ahead?
Find a jump without your help that is on their line? Focus will be to help dogs learn to look
for and find their lines!
Dates: 3/15, 3/22, 4/5, 4/12

215-330 Masters Level Skill
Focus will be on running master skill sets. Courses will be broken down into 2 pieces, and
teams that are ready can put it together. Focus will be on execution of key skills at a master
level to bridge the gap to running full courses and staying in it to win it the entire run
Dates: 3/15, 3/22, 4/5, 4/12

Lets get Tricky!

Coming soon! Tricksters will be for those who are looking to do

something fun with their dog, learn neat tricks and earn titles for those who would like to.
Appropriate for puppies to adults. Classes will be held with CNY Pet Training. Details coming
soon!

9-1015 Masters Level Coursework
Focus will be on running master level courses. Run it clean, run it confident!
Dates: 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7

1030-1145 Build a Better Blind Cross
Focus will be on execution of Blind crosses on course. Build understanding of where/how to
use Blind Crosses. Assist dogs with better understanding and turns when using them on
course
Dates: 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7

1230-130 Use your words- Verbal basics
Continue your education on basic verbal cues that will help give your dog more information on
courses. Verbals will include, wraps, go!Tunnel cues, backsides
Dates: 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7

145-245 Foundations Level 1
Let’s get started! Brand new foundation class. Class will cover the basics of what you need to
start agility. Dogs will not be using equipment in this class. Focus is on building a relationship,
intro to stay positions, body work, handling flatwork and more
Dates: 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7

745-9pm

Teamwork and handling

This class is specific to the team. Build on your teamwork, understanding of handling your
dog around the course. Dogs should have understanding of all equipment, sequencing 9-20
obstacles. Courses/skills will be tailored to the group
Dates: 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7

200-315 Learn your Dog- Masters
Focus will be on Master level skills and courses. Class will be designed to learn what YOUR
team needs to be successful on course. Each team may need to handle a little different
based on the team specifics. We will look at what works best for your team.
Dates: 3/11, 3/18, 4/1, 4/8

330-445 Foundations Level 3
Eligible dogs were previously enrolled in the Sunday 10am Foundation class. Those wishing to
join, please email me. Dogs will continue to work on focus games, beginning contact training,
build on their stays, handling flatwork
Dates: 3/11, 3/18, 4/1, 4/8

5-615 Masters Class (This class is currently full)
Master skills, timing and handling to be successful at trials.
Dates: 3/11, 3/18, 4/1, 4/8

645-8

Handling mix it up

Each week we will focus on a specific set of handling skills. Dogs must be running 9-16
obstacles. Jumps and tunnels fully trained with confidence.
Dates: 3/11, 3/18, 4/1, 4/8

9-1015

Rally 1

This class will focus on learning the signs for Novice level Rally. As we build understanding,
we will put short course together. Dogs should have basic understanding of sit, down, stand
as well as basic heeling.
Dates: 3/12, 3/19, 4/2, 4/9

1030-1145

Rally 2

The class will focus on Rally courses Novice to advanced level.
Dates: 3/12, 3/19, 4/2, 4/9

1150-1250- Open for additional class needs

830-945 Foundations – putting it together
For dogs that have completed first levels of foundations and are ready to start learning
jump/tunnel commitment, contacts and weave pole. Dogs must be 11 months.
Dates: 3/7, 3/14, 3/21


Session will be 3 weeks due to agility trials and Easter. Cost will be $82.50

